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Academic sector in the Web
 Universities’ websites can reflect the output of 
academic and research activities better than 
traditional paper publications
 The future of informal scholarly communication
 The audience of the Web is far larger than that 
of other means of scientific communication 
 Millions instead of hundreds 
 Hypertext nature of the Web allows the 
discovery of hidden patterns
 Cyber-science-techno-econo-metrics
Current situation
 Underperforming role of the web
 Informal communication not taking off
 Academic representatiuon only for information purposes
 Personal pages scarce and not very helpful
 Psychological, economic and academic barriers
 Evaluation not considering web publication
 Open or free sources of information under suspicion




 Maintenance under minimum
 Coverage not exhaustive
 Not access to raw data
Hypothesis to explore
 Web sites are increasingly complex
 Great effort to organise information




 Protection against plagiarism not guaranteed
 Not enough information about usage
 Evaluation of quality
 Economic constraints
 Internal policy constrains
Sample
 111 institutions and their web institutional domains
randomly selected from ISI Essential Indicators
ranking
 28 countries
 US (27), JP (11), IT (9), FR (9) & UK (8) best represented
 Quantitative data obtained
 Articles & citations in ISI journal (XXXX-2002)
 Size y visibility according search engines
 whole institutional domain
 www. domain
 Number of subdomains (including www.)
 Absolute values obtained by crawling websites
Problems from search engines
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